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Product Name Product picture Model Name MOQ Price Weight and size Product Advantage Product specification

Functional shopping bag SHOPBAG 500
0,49 

EUR

Weight:18kg                                

Box size: 45*25*58 

cm                    

500 pcs/box

1. Very convenient to carry                                                                                                                    

2. Suitable for any scene                                                                                                                 

3. Reusable                                                                                                                                       

4. Waterproof                                                                                                                                  

5. Neat edges                                                                                                                                   

6. High material standers                                                                                                              

7. Strong load-bearing                                                                                                                   

8. Attractive design

Material: 210D polyester                                                                                       

Size of product when folded: 33 x 53cm                                                       

Size of product when unfolded: 32 x 52 cm

Lint Remover Roller LINTROLLER 500
0,32 

EUR

Weight: 14 kg                               

Box size: 55*32*31 

cm                   500 

pcs/box

1. Sticky & easy peel off                                                                                                               

Excellent roller for picking up dust, dirt, lint and removing pet 

hair. The sticky and easily removable sheets will save you tons of 

time and energy. Forget about going over the same spot again 

and again. Instantly pick up dirt and shards even from your most 

delicate things. Spend no more than a second to effortlessly 

replace sheets.

2. Lightweight, compact & ergonomic design                                                                    

Featuring travel size and lightweight body, these lint rollers for 

clothes will easily fit in your handbag or your car's glove 

compartment so you always look presentable on the go. Keep 

your clothes lint free, especially in the office, at business 

meetings or while traveling. New upgraded ergonomically 

designed handles make cleaning easy thanks to the effortless 360° 

back and forth rotation.

Sticker (30 Tear Papers)

Product size: about 15.5 in length

Product color: white 

Packing size: 58*33*17.5cm                                                                

Material: PP plastic + sticker

Handheld steam iron STEAMY 20
8,92 

EUR

Weight: 16 kg                                        

Box size: 

56*32,5*53,5 cm                                          

20 pcs/box

1. Quick and easy wrinkle removal

Quick and easy to get wrinkle-free clothes with the most powerful 

handheld steam iron - ready in just 20 seconds!                                                                                                                

2. For all fabrics

This steam iron can be used on all ironing fabrics, including 

delicate materials, without the risk of burning or burning. It is 

also great for ironing complex items and quick fixes.                                                                                                                                                 

3. Removes unpleasant odors and destroys bacteria

Steamy does more than just make your clothes look great. 

Removes unpleasant odors and bacteria to keep clothes fresh, 

clean and looking newer                                                            

4. Convenient and ideal for travel

Steamy is compact, comfortable, easy to use and store, and small 

enough for luggage and use on the go.

5. Light and small

Material: ABS

Dimensions: 27 x 15 x 7 cm

Color: pink-white

Steam voltage: 220-240V 50-60Hz

Steam power: 1100W

Water tank: 120ml

Steam flow: 20-23g / min

Working hours: 5-6 min

Cable length: 120 cm                                                       

Package includes: 1 x STEAMY handheld steam iron                                         

(dimensions: 27 x 15 x 7 cm)

Versatile soft pillow for 

neck and back support
FLIPSLEEP 20

6,15 

EUR

Weight: 6 kg                                

Box size: 75*50*63 

cm                     20 

pcs/box

1. Soft and comfortable

With the FLIPSLEEP pillow, you will feel as if your head is resting 

on a fluffy cloud, which provides optimal support for your neck, 

head and shoulders at the same time.

2. Full support

A special part of the pillow is specially adapted to the head and 

neck and provides adequate support and height. Due to the 

convex part, the head and neck remain in the same, optimal 

place, which means that you will no longer feel unbearable pain in 

the morning due to the inappropriate position of the head and 

neck.

3. Feeling fresh, without sweating

The FLIPSLEEP pillow provides a feeling of freshness and dryness 

and is therefore especially suitable for those who sweat a lot 

during sleep. 

Material: 92% polyester and 8% elastane

Product weight: 242 g

Product size (L x W x H): 48 × 30 × 13 cm

Package includes: 1 × FLIPSLEEP pillow

Modern umbrella UMBRELLA z
4,10 

EUR

Weight: 16,5 kg                                                      

Box size: 53*28*33 

cm                           

50 pcs/box

1. Large, stable umbrella that will keep dry in any situation.                                                              

2. Shaft and ribs in fiberglass.                                                                                                      

3. Automatic opening, easy-grip rubberized handle.                                                                                   

4. The umbrella can be stored folded.

Folded shape like bottle as in picture

Folded size: 30 cm

Open size: 110 cm

Sunblock UPF more than +30

Color: Random

Professional lint remover LINTREMOVER 60
2,5 

EUR

Weight: 11,7 kg                                       

Box size: 58*37*37 

cm                          

60 pcs/box

1. Rechargeable Fabric Diffuser                                                                                                       

This fabric shaver safely removes pills and matted fibers from 

your favorite clothes, catching them in the detachable lint catcher 

for disposal; It's rechargeable for convenience and portable 

power, use corded or cordless

2. Easy Operation                                                                                                                            

This easy to use fuzz remover features a comfortable ergonomic 

grip and three depth settings to quickly shave fuzz, pilling and lint 

from sweaters, clothing, furniture and padding

3. Versatile Design                                                                                                                       

Fully adjustable for a variety of fabric types, this fabric shaver 

features large shaving head for efficient use and a detachable lint 

catcher for easy cleanup; Can be used with or without cord

4. Great for Travel                                                                                                                                         

With its compact size and cordless operation, this defuzzied is 

Size:16.5*6.5*9cm                                                                                                                                         

Material: ABS

                                                                                                                                                          

2*AA batteries (not included)

Suitable for carpets, sofas and clothes

Space saver Premium 

Vacuum Storage Bags
VACUUMBAGS 70

2,08 

EUR

Weight: 13 kg                              

Box size: 57*38*32 

cm                   70 

pcs/box

1. Airtight Vacuum Storage Bags Never Leak                                                                      

Durable double zip-seal and one-way suction valve ensure airtight 

seal and keeps bags compressed for a long time.

2. Visible Sealed Result                                                                                                             

When you zip the vacuum storage bags, TAILI color-changeable 

zippers can help you to identify the bags sealed well or not by 

eyes.

3. Protect Your Item                                                                                                                         

The vacuum storage bags are waterproof and airtight, the durable 

material provides good toughness and strength. They will protect 

your clothes for a long time.

2 pcs or 1 pcs in set                                                     60cm x 

80 cm

Airtight

Waterproof

Air can be vacuumed out or hand pressed

Translucent color                                                                                       

Material: PET+PE

5 Pack Laundry Bags 

Mesh Wash Bags
WASHBAGS 130

2,58 

EUR

Weight: 39 kg                              

Box size: 70*50*60 

cm                   39 

pcs/box

1. Protect clothes                                                                                                                        

Our washing machine laundry net prevents clothes from tangling, 

scratch and deformation, and does not damage the inner wall of 

the washing machine.                                                                                    

2. Permeable mesh                                                                                                                         

Our washing bag washing machine use fine nets such as sand and 

gravel that can block the influence of a strong water flow, but do 

not block the water flow. They are ideal for washing clothes that 

do not act against wrinkles.

3. Laundry bag material                                                                                                             

Our wash bags are made of high-quality polyester fabric, which is 

particularly tear-resistant and has strong edges.

4. Automatic zip lock                                                                                                                      

Our laundry bag adopts during use, the zip guard can prevent the 

zipper from hooking clothes, and it can automatically lock the 

Size:                                                                                                                  

60*60CM 1PCS                                                                                                    

50*40 2PCS                                                                                                              

40*30 2PCS                                                                                             

5pcs/bag                                                                                          

Material 100 % Polyester

Gardening tool set MINITOOL 200
1,44 

EUR

Weight: 20,5 kg                                  

Box size: 50*47*35 

cm                  200 

pcs/box

1. 3-piece garden tool set includes a mini hand trowel, hand 

transplanter, and hand cultivator

2. Ideal for a wide range of gardening and landscaping projects, 

including digging, weeding, transplanting, and more

3. Epoxy-coated steel blade for reliable strength and long-lasting 

performance

4. Comfortable PP and TPR grip promotes a secure slip-resistant 

hold

3 pcs set:

1 x hand transplanter

1 x hand cultivator

1 x mini shovel

                                                                                                                                              

Material: wooden handle, metal end

Cleaning kit door Shoes SHOECLEANER 100
2,04 

EUR

Weight: 27 kg                              

Box size: 47*29*30 

cm                     

288 pcs/box

1. Cleans and restores without the use of liquid

2. Cleans all suede and nubuck of dirt, hair, lint, stains and water 

spots

2pcs set:

1 x transparent eraser (canvas, leather and rubber parts)

1 x pink  eraser (suede upper parts, suede fur parts)

Size: 7*2.5*1.5cm

Cleans surfaces of shoes

Material: rubber and plastic

Product Details 



4-piece set of anti-noise 

and anti-slip mats for the 

washing machine

SLIPSTOP 85
2,09 

EUR

Weight: 26,77 kg                      

Box size: 59x37x43 

cm    

1. No more annoying noise

If your tumble dryer or washing machine is moving during 

operation, then you definitely know how annoying noise can 

cause! SLIPSTOP bases hold the machine in place and reduce the 

noise level in your home.                                                            

2. Prevents up to 94.7% vibration

Anti-vibration pads can absorb up to 94.7% of vibrations and 

make a big difference in the case of uneven floors!                                                                                        

3. Easy installation

SLIPSTOP bases can be easily installed on the feet of the washing 

machine or dryer. Just attach them and your machine is ready!

Weight: 85 g

Material: rubber, PVC

Size: 7 cm x 4 cm.                                                                                                                            

Diameter of inner circle: 4.7 cm. PVC thickness: 2.5 cm.                                                                                  

Tire thickness: 1.5 cm.

Color: gray

Folding toilet bar SQUATY 20
4,94 

EUR

Weight: 23,1 kg                        

Box size:                                  

Vol size: 0,23

A revolutionary accessory for bathrooms!

The folding toilet seat is a portable accessory with a top design 

that allows you to perform your needs more healthily and 

naturally.                                                                                                                                

IMPROVE THE HEALTH OF YOUR BOWEL                           

The usual sitting position compresses the colon and thus makes it 

difficult to pass stool. The foldable toilet seat has been shown to 

improve colon health and relieve symptoms of hemorrhoids, 

constipation and bloating. When using a cane, the colon relaxes 

by changing the angle from 90 to 35 degrees. You will find it 

easier to defecate and toilet visits will be shorter                                                                                                                         

ERGONOMIC AND PRACTICAL

Due to the slight inclination, the user's heels are slightly raised, 

which allows for an optimal squat angle. Make squatting 

comfortable!

Specifications:

Material: Polypropylene

Size: 40 x 25 x 17.5 cm

The package contains:

1 x folding toilet seat

Upholstered toilet seat TOPCAP 30
6,01 

EUR

Weight: 15,35kg                        

Box size: 70x45x 68 

cm             VOL: 

0,21

This excellent toilet seat is suitable for most toilet bowls and 

provides unparalleled comfort. It is easy to clean and can be 

easily installed and removed.                                                                                         

The board fits most toilet bowls and allows quick and easy 

installation. This non-slip toilet seat is waterproof and you will be 

able to use it for a very long time.                                                                                                               

Once you try it, you won’t want to replace it again. This high-

quality upholstered toilet seat provides exceptional comfort. 

The board is made of a material that allows easy cleaning. Wipe it 

with a cloth soaked in a mixture of water and detergent and it will 

look like new!

SPECIFICATIONS:

Weight: 1.9 kg

Color: white

Dimensions: 40 x 32 cm

Special features: environmentally friendly and soft material

Package includes: 1x upholstered toilet seat

Weeding tool RUNCO 32
2,92 

EUR

Weight:15,67 kg         

Box size: 

53*41*42,5

The RUNCO Weed Remover is an easy and fully adjustable tool to 

remove pesky weeds from places you don't want them to grow. 

With this tool, you will spend significantly less time weeding and 

therefore be able to devote yourself to activities that really make 

you happy.

Forget about kneeling and stooping to remove each weed 

individually. Without the use of chemicals. Forget the unpleasant 

odors that weed killers leave on your clothes and on your skin.The 

RUNCO Weed Remover is an easy and fully adjustable tool to 

remove pesky weeds from places you don't want them to grow. 

With this tool, you will spend significantly less time weeding and 

therefore be able to devote yourself to activities that really make 

you happy.

Forget about kneeling and stooping to remove each weed 

individually. Without the use of chemicals. Forget the unpleasant 

SPECIFICATIONS:

Material: Stainless steel + ABS

Weight: 400 g

Package includes: 1 × weeding attachment

Anti-Mosquito LED 

mosquito killer
ANTI-MOSQUITO 50

1,89 

EUR

Weight: 15,8 kg              

Box size: 

69*41*67cm

Safe for children and animals! The Anti-Mosquito LED killer does 

not emit toxins and unpleasant odors, and it also does not make 

noise during operation. 2 times more effective than other traps! 

The purple LED light successfully attracts all kinds of insects, and 

the specially designed chamber prevents them from escaping and 

destroys them! Indoor or outdoor use! It kills mosquitoes by 

drying them out without making any sounds.No more dead 

mosquitoes on the floor! Destroyed mosquitoes remain trapped 

inside the device, so you simply throw them in the bin after 2-4 

weeks of use.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Material: ABS

Carrion killer/insect killer/mosquito trap/insect trap/carrion trap

Purple LED light for scavenger bait

Elegant design

USB

It works on an area of 20-50 square meters

Suitable for indoor and outdoor spaces

Output point: 5V/1A

Dimensions: 13.5 x 13.5 x 22 cm

Color: black

Anti mosquito bracellet SQUITOBRACE 500
1,15 

EUR

Depends on 

quantity

 Size 7x1 cm , stretchable, size non adjustable,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

 Material: silicone

Dust mop with telescopic 

handle 
ARTICLEAN 75

1,8 

EUR

Weight: 18 kg             

Box size: 

ADJUSTABLE AND DETACHABLE ATTACHMENT The handle can be 

removed and the microfiber attachment is flexible, which is 

convenient for cleaning different places! Designed with a hanging 

hole for easy storage and air drying.

CLEANS LARGE SURFACES QUICKLY AND SIMPLY Microfiber 

bristle technology with millions of tiny fibers quickly captures 

dust, dirt and allergens, so you can clean effortlessly and without 

the use of harmful chemicals!

EASY TO CLEAN The Telescopic Handle Duster can be cleaned 

directly with water, wringed, fluffed up the fibers to make them 

soft again, and used again and again!

HIGH QUALITY This tool features a sturdy handle and microfiber 

attachment that does not shed fibers and can be used for many 

years!

VERSATILE USE:  This practical cleaning tool is suitable for use in 

SPECIFICATIONS:

MATERIAL: PP, aluminum handle

Microfiber cloth

PACKAGE INCLUDES: 1 x Duster

Multipurpose cutter with 

measuring tape 
PRECISICUT 30

8,90 

EUR

Weight: 14,2 kg             

Box size: 

47*28*45cm

DIY hand tool - measure, mark and cut plasterboard with just one 

simple tool; also ideal for floor tiles, carpet, linoleum, wood 

flooring, insulation, wood panels, hanging pictures and blinds, 

fabric cutting, foam board, vinyl siding , plywood, ceiling tiles, 

roof shingles and much more.                                                                           

The sharp blade allows easy and precise cutting of plasterboard in 

a regular circle or straight line.                                                                 

The built-in 3-meter measuring tape SAE 3 mx 2.5 cm with a safe 

lock allows easy measurement and transfer of the measurement to 

plasterboard or any other material; measure once, cut once; the 

tape measure serves as a guide and ensures consistent and 

accurate cuts. Quick Lock: Simply slide the side latch down to 

engage and lock. It measures accurately, is easy to cut, 

environmentally friendly and does not create dust. Use smooth 

cuts by sliding the cutter with feel across the material. The unique 

SPECIFICATIONS:

Multipurpose cutter with tape measure 1x

Pencil 1x

Blade 1x

Professional self-

adhesive sealing tape 
FILLIN 50

1,79 

EUR

Weight: 6,3 kg              

Box size: 

40*18*22cm

Special design: With a fold in the middle.

Convenient tape: This waterproof sealing tape has a smooth 

surface that forms a long-lasting protection, so you can use it in 

the kitchen as well as in other areas of your home.

Good flexibility: The tape can be cut as needed. Peel off the 

protective layer and place the tape on any surface. Without 

additional tools and accessories, quick and easy installation, an 

excellent alternative to conventional sealants.                                    

For many purposes: The tape is great for filling the spaces 

between the wall and the stove, sink, bathtub , it can prevent the 

formation of mold and black, annoying stains, as a result of which 

the kitchen or bathroom will always be clean and tidy. For filling 

gaps, it acts against dirt.

Durable material: The sealing tape is made of high quality PMMA 

material, it is much more sticky and has better adhesion 

SPECIFICATIONS:

Size : 4 cm (width) x 3.2 m (length)

Corrector for upright 

posture 
BACK FIX 200

2,44 

EUR

Weight: 18,8 kg              

Box size: 

64*42*55cm

What causes neck and back pain? Improper posture!

Effectively contributes to correct posture

It prevents pain in the neck, shoulders, lower back and back

Thin and invisible under clothing                                                                   

Easy to use

Comfortable and easy to wear

Improves well-being

Suitable for men and women

SPECIFICATIONS:

Material: neoprene, leather, fabric

Strap for straight posture

Corrects posture in the upper spine and shoulders

Unnoticeable under clothing

Easy to use

Comfortable and flexible wearing

Adjustable fastening

Color: black



Ruler with protractor EDGELINE 60
10,4 

EUR

Weight: 15 kg              

Box size: 

68*40*66cm

The new EDGELINE protractor ruler will make your life easier, as 

you can place it on the edge of any surface and use the double-

sided scale to make accurate measurements.

Even the most skilled craftsmen face the challenges of accurately 

measuring angles on larger projects. You can also try to make 

measurements by moving a smaller protractor across the surface, 

but even the smallest error can cause major deviations. Our latest 

protractor ruler will give you exceptional measurement accuracy. 

Place the protractor in the desired location, turn it to the desired 

angle and simply draw a straight line with the help of a ruler. The 

protractor is adjustable from 0° to 70°, and features pins every 5° 

and a set screw to prevent accidental rotation (plus two additional 

pins at 22.5° and 67.5°), giving you an accurate reference angle. 

Edgeline is a unique tool because no other tool of its kind offers 

SPECIFICATIONs:                                                                                           

- total 32 cm

ruler 24.5 cm         

Ambient LED lamp in the 

shape of the moon 
LUNA 64

4,04 

EUR

Weight: 16,5 kg              

Box size: 

65*53*43cm

The perfect lamp for reading or relaxing

The energy-efficient LED lamp remains cool to the touch even 

after prolonged use and emits a warm, soft light that does not 

harm the eyes. When you're done reading, you can dim the lights 

and create a relaxing environment.                                                           

A night lamp

The moon-shaped lamp emits pleasant light and creates ideal 

conditions for sleeping.                                                                                                       

For quality sleep for the whole family.   The lamp can also be used 

in the event of a power outage

The lamp can be charged via a computer or a portable USB power 

supply unit; charging takes 2 hours, the lamp can then be used for 

8 to 10 hours (if it is dimmed all the time). The lamp is suitable 

for use at home or outdoors.

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                                                                                   

Diameter: 12 cm

LED light with motion 

sensor
LUMICOM 100

3,69 

EUR

Weight: 11,95 kg             

Box size: 

40,5*32*22cm

AUTOMATIC SENSOR

It automatically turns on when it detects motion up to 4 meters 

away, and turns off after 12-18 seconds when no motion is 

detected. The light only turns on when it is dark and when it 

detects movement.                                                                                    

SIMPLE INSTALLATION

Easy installation with magnetic adhesive tape to attach and 

remove the light wherever you want.                                                   

LED NIGHT LIGHT

This light is much brighter than other similar lights and provides 

enough light to never trip in the dark.

CHARGING VIA USB

Don't waste time buying batteries again and again! This light 

makes USB charging more convenient.

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                                                                                           

Material: High quality aluminum used in the aviation industry

Color: white light

10 X LED lights

Dimensions: 190 x 30 x 15 mm                                                                                                

Portable electric mini 

heater 
BURNY 20

11,7 

EUR

Weight: 10,5 kg             

Box size: 

77*45*61cm

Overheating protection - suitable for families with children and/or 

pets

When the heater reaches a certain temperature that could cause 

overheating, it automatically shuts off.                                                    

With this extremely quiet heater, you will be able to heat even the 

coldest rooms and thus ensure optimal comfort.                             

Consumption is only 400/500 W, small size: 12 x 9 x 16 cm. You 

can easily plug the handy heater into any outlet. It won't take up 

any extra space. The heater will provide pleasantly warm rooms. 

It will heat the bedroom and other rooms in just a few minutes.

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                                                                  

Voltage: 220-240 V 50 Hz

Power 400/500 W

Two speed settings 12-hour timer

Will not take up extra space, adjustable thermostat

Maximum area that the heater can heat: 20 square meters

Temperature: 15-35° C; for indoor use only

Material: ABS PC

Simply plug it into an outlet                                                                                              

Digital LED display

Built-in security features:

A large box for storing 

clothes 
CLOTHBOX 80

2,01 

EUR

Weight: 18,9 kg             

Box size: 

54*43*49cm

A fully functional clothing storage box! It is so deep and roomy 

that it will meet all your storage needs! When you don't need it, 

simply fold it and put it away!                                                               

Large capacity - You can store many items in it, such as clothes, 

toys, books, art supplies, towels, blankets, etc. Very practical in 

everyday life.                                                                                               

Drawstring Design – This design allows you to easily open the box 

while preventing dust from entering and ensuring that things stay 

in place.  Waterproof and durable - It is made of high quality 

canvas with a waterproof coating. Durable and designed for long-

term use even in a humid environment. Perfect for storing clothes.                                       

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                                                                

Materials : Natural cotton canvas + PE waterproof coating

Size : [100 l] 50 x 40 x 50 cm

BEEWAX wood polish BEEWAX 168
1,64 

EUR

Weight: 17,9kg      

Box size: 

42,5*26*34cm

Are you missing the shine on your furniture? Bring it back to life 

with BEEWAX! The rich beeswax contained in the polish can 

effectively cover cracks and reduce surface scratches, leaving your 

old wooden furniture looking like new!

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                               

Ingredients: Beeswax 55%, palm wax 20%, sweet orange oil 

20%, olive oil 5%

Quantity: 30 ml

Folding garden fence GREENFENCE 40
6,94 

EUR

Weight: 15kg     

Box size: 

123*43*51cm

Get the PRIVACY you deserve. Whether you are sitting on the 

balcony, in front of the house or outdoors, the folding garden 

fence protects your privacy and is decorative at the same time!

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                             Size: 

250*50 cm         

Kitchen stickers against 

oil stains
ALUMAX 50

1,51 

EUR

Weight: 32,25kg         

Box size: 

61*38*33cm

Protect kitchen counters and walls from stubborn oil stains.

Prevent the accumulation of dirt and dust on your drawers, kitchen 

cabinets and shelves.

Dress up your electrical appliances in a stylish self-adhesive 

aluminum sticker.

For easier cleaning of all smooth surfaces.

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                          

Material: paper with aluminum foil.

Width: 61 cm

Length: 300 cm

Color: silver.

Style: Back Stripes/Normal.

Folding laundry machine TUCKPUT 12
20,02 

EUR

Foldable design: small and convenient, only 9 cm, small size, it 

saves space, is very suitable for travel and trips, let us give you 

an unplanned.

Simple operation: This TUCKPUT allows you to simply load 0.3 kg 

of clothes, fill it with water, set a timer, and start washing. Energy 

saving and environmental protection, saving water and electricity, 

it has a powerful suction cup, so there is no need to worry about 

shaking.

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                                   

Volume: 10 L

Color: white-blue, model: round

Absorbent carpet DROPSTOP 50
5,45 

EUR

Weight: 18,85kg 

Box size: 

58*41*18cm

Non-slip carpet.

Unique quick drying.

Easy cleaning.

Multipurpose use.

Surface pleasant to the touch.

Appropriate size.

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                           Oval 

shape                                                                                     

Size: 60x40 cm



16 x LEGGIES silicone 

pieces for furniture 

protection

LEGGIES 200
1,32 

EUR

Weight: 16,6 kg         

Box size: 

56*49*46cm

They protect the chair legs and the floor from damage

They prevent noise and scratches

Easy to use

16-piece set for 4 chairs

They are made of durable soft silicone that is 100% harmless.

They are suitable for kitchen chairs, bar chairs, patio chairs, 

tables.

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                               16 

pcs in set                                                                 

Cleaning microfiber 

cloths
MICROTASTIC 200

1,56 

EUR

Weight: 15,5kg      

Box size: 

77*46*52cm

Super absorbant microfiber cloths suitable for cleaning various 

surfaces in your home. 

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                            Color: 

green, orange, yellow, blue

Scraper for silicone ANGLESCRAP 120
2,07 

EUR

Weight: 31,6kg      

Box size: 

49*35*42cm

3 in 1 scraper suitable for silicone. Saves time and easy to use.

SPECIFICATIONS:                                                                          

1 x 3 in 1 Residual Scraper

5 x (3R,6R,10R,13R,17R)Radius Silicone Interchangeable pads                                                                                       

Length 19 cm

Hand duster MICDUST 100
2,39 

EUR

Weight: 13,45kg      

Box size: 

60*32*31cm

Small duster for reaching all difficult places in your home.
SPECIFICATIONS:                                                            Color: 

grey                                                                      

Cable organizer CABLEPAD 1000
0,91 

EUR

Weight: 22,35kg     

Box size: 

59*32*26cm

Organize and protect your cabels in a seconed. 

A special tool for 

sharpening a chainsaw

GRINNEX 20
12,30 

EUR

Weight: 16kg          

Box size: 

46*31*37cm

Save on buying a new chainsaw with this ingenious invention that 

restores its life and functionality in seconds

Set includes:

1 x Unit in black color

1 x sharpening attachment 

3 x sharpening sticks 

1 x key

Deluxe changing pad 3 in 

1

POPOPAD 100
4,36 

EUR

Weight: 16,1kg             

Box size: 

67*35*62cm

This revolutionary accessory for babies has a partition on which 

you can attach your child's favorite toys. Children will play 

carefree, and the barrier will ensure that the child stays in place 

and thus prevent any inconvenience.

The changing pad measures 67.5 x 32.5 cm. When the partition is 

laid flat, the width increases to 65 cm. When the mat is closed, it 

measures 32.5 x 17.5 x 7.5 cm. The baffle fits babies with a chest 

circumference of 55cm or less.            Color: green-gray with dots

Silicone shower holder 

ring
POPHOLD 1500

0,59 

EUR

Weight: 29,15kg                

Box size: 

54*54*57cm

CONVENIENT, EASY USE It has a comfortable handle that is 

easy to wash hair, bathe babies and children, easy for seniors to 

use, even good for camping and washing cars. You will find 

yourself using it constantly.                                                    

DURABLE DESIGN with extra strong silicone that is easy to 

clean. Much better than flimsy store versions. This mount will 

stand up to years of everyday use. The universal fit is great for 

most shower heads. This bracket cannot be used with curved 

shower heads.                                                        EASY TO 

ASSEMBLE Simply use the suction cups to attach to virtually any 

flat surface. No screws, drilling, plumbing, or adhesives required. 

You can attach it in seconds and enjoy it immediately. Perfect for 

a spotless bathroom and rental homes where you're not allowed 

to do remodeling.

Packcage includes: 1 x silicone holder POPHOLD

Fire blanket FLAMEOVER 100
11,48 

EUR

Weight: 16kg         

Box size: 

38*34*26cm

Fire is FAST! A small fire can create large fires in less than 30 

seconds. It only takes a few minutes for thick black smoke to 

gather in a house or for it to burst into flames.

Fire is HOT! Heat is the most dangerous part of flames. The room 

temperatures during a fire can be 100 degrees on the ground and 

rise to 600 degrees at eye level! Breathing in this super hot air 

will scorch your lungs and melt your clothes against your skin.

Fire is DARK! The fire starts out bright but quickly produces black 

smoke and then complete darkness.

Fire is DEADLY! Smoke and toxic gases kill more people than the 

flames themselves. Fire produces toxic gases that cause 

disorientation and drowsiness. Asphyxiation is the leading cause 

of death in fires, outnumbering burns by a three to one ratio.

Size: 1.2*1.2m

Nasel aspirator for 

children
MANOSE 500

0,92 

EUR

Weight: 10,5kg      

Box size: 

50*46*33cm

The U-shaped front end design can effectively suction the baby's 

nasal water, and will not absorb the mucous membrane in the 

baby's nose and cause injury!



Self-adhesive wallpaper 

with 3D bricks
BRICKSBY 24

9,52 

EUR

Weight: 15kg      

Box size: 

87*73*48cm

Beautiful all-weather look of your premises

The effect of thermal and sound insulation

Simple installation and perfect effect

Suitable for living rooms, children's rooms, bedrooms, offices...

Easy to use and maintain

Wallpaper thickness: 4 mm

Wallpaper size: 38 cm x 70 cm

The package contains 5 pieces

Elastic sofa covers SOFVERS

20/3 

seater 

25/2 

seater

2 

SEAT 

8,58 

EUR 3 

SEAT 

10,30 

EUR

Weight: 18,5kg     

Box size: 

68*47*36cm

Thanks to their elasticity, they adapt to almost all types of sofas

They make the sofas look like new and hide the various 

imperfections

The rubber seal on the edges ensures stability

They do not crease

Machine washable

They embellish any home with a modern design

Dimensions:

TWO-seater sofa: from 140 to 185 cm

THREE-seater sofa: from 185 to 230 cm, Width: 80-95 cm

Material: 95% polyester, 5% spandex  

Available in 2 colors (beige, gray) amd in two sizes 2 seater or 3 

seater sofa

Mousetrap with cover MOUSETRAP 68
4,28 

EUR

Weight: 29,55kg     

Box size: 

65*53*65kg

It boasts a unique ability to catch mice and small to medium-sized 

rats. All you have to do with our new fully automatic mouse trap 

with sliding lid is to place it on a standard 20 liter bucket and you 

can start catching mice and rats. Forget single-use mousetraps, 

which are often ineffective and unhygienic.

Includes:

1 x mouse trap with MOUSETRAP cover

1 x Bridge, 1 x User Manual

Festive candle with 

swirling glitters
CANDELIUOR 30

9,99 

EUR

Weight: 19kg              

Box size: 

51*43*29cm

Bring the Christmas spirit to life with this unique charming candle!

Introducing CANDELIOUR. Unlike Christmas lights, this candle is 

more attractive and more colorful. The glitter beautifully changes 

colors around the transparent roller as it moves. The glitter is 

even brighter thanks to the LED lights. CANDELIOUR imitates the 

warm and pleasant ambiance conjured by real Christmas candles!

Color Changing As the water containing the glitter moves, the LED 

light changes colors to illuminate it, creating a glittering festive 

effect. The colors slowly change between green, purple, red and 

blue. Meanwhile, the artificial flame burns orange.

Material: Plastic/liquid

Elevator Tool JACKUP 40
6,88 

EUR

Weight: 22,4kg       

Box size: 

43*30*50cm

A handy lift is an indispensable accessory in every household, as 

it will make many household chores easier for you.                                                                                      

Precise and controlled lifting, compression and tightening

Superior performance for this type of tool

It encourages creativity, ensures quality and safety

Increases productivity, saves time and money

Durable and durable construction

High quality components

SPECIFICATIONS

Material: stainless steel, aluminum

Load capacity: up to 100 kg

Weight: 0.5 kg

Lift: 5-115 mm

Bottom: 3 x 77 x 62 mm

The package contains: 1x JACKUP lift

Fake camera with red 

light
SPYCAM 100

1,07 

EUR

Weight: 13,05kg      

Box size: 

62*42*50cm

Realistic simulation surveillance cameras, providing you with 

similar protections to real cameras, reducing the possibility of 

crime, and much cheaper.                                                     

EASY INSTALLATION: No wires needed, with attached screws, 

installs easily and quickly to ceiling/wall/surface.

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

1x fake camera                                                                                                                                

with red light                                                                                                                    

2xAA batteries not included                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Material: ABS + styrene  

Christmas bags XMASBAGS 1000
1,04 

EUR

Weight:30,8kg        

Box size: 

72*44*65cm

Spice up your Christmas gifts with a handy bag, made of durable 

material!
Color: red

Thermal sleeping bag for 

emergency survival and 

camping

HOTBAG 200
2,75 

EUR

Weight: 26 kg                                        

Box size: 59*44*29 

cm                     

1. Ultra warm                                                                                                                                  

The sleeping bag restores up to 90% of your body temperature 

and provides you with complete protection in the icy cold. In 

addition, you can put it in a normal sleeping bag and increase its 

heat retention capacity by 20 degrees!

2. Waterproof and windproof                                                                                                  

Retains rain and wind and thus effectively protects you from 

natural influences. Due to the completely closed seams, it 

effectively protects you from the external cold and thus differs 

from ordinary emergency sleeping bags.                                                                                              

3. Super durable                                                                                                                        

Made of polyester (Mylar), which reflects heat and is lined with a 

special material. This material is stretchable, durable and made 

for long-term use. The sleeping bag is reusable and will always be 

available to you when you need it.

Package included:

1 x Emergency Outdoor Camping Thermal Sleeping Bag

Size: 90 x 210 cm

Color: Orange

Other Specifications: 

Waterproof & Windproof       


